Brief outline of presentation:

Speaker’s Name(s): Carl Elefante, FAIA, AIA National President
Presentation Topic: The New Urban Agenda
Presentation Date/Time: Thursday, September 27 from 9:30 am – 10:15 am

Bio:

As a nationally recognized subject expert, sustainability is the lens through which Carl views all dimensions of architecture. Carl emphasizes the importance of designing spaces with the understanding that people thrive in nature and need daylight, movement, fresh air, clean water, but are also social beings that seek engagement and fulfillment. Applying his extensive experience, he brings to projects leadership and pioneering ideas that bind together historical and environmental preservation. He’s excited to see the ethic of stewardship extend from historic preservation to sustainability on diverse building types - from iconic buildings to vernacular and modern-era structures.

“The greenest building is one that’s already built.”

Link:

https://www.quinnevans.com/team/carl-linkedin-com/